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Making decisions in the interests of current and future generations.

Overview
The Town of Cambridge recognises the importance of embedding sustainability in our
daily practices to create the best liveable suburbs and foster a sense of community,
ownership, belonging and wellbeingi. The Town aims to transition to a more sustainable
and resilient local government and community. The Sustainability Strategy 2019-2023
(“the Strategy”) presents a pathway to secure that future.
The Strategy outlines the Town’s sustainability commitments. The Strategy documents the
sustainability goals and objectives identified in the Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028
and Corporate Business Plan, identifying actions to deliver on these objectives moving
forward.

Wembley Golf Course, first 'Gold' Waterwise endorsed golf course in Western Australia

The Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028 highlights four focus areas - Our Community,
Our Neighbourhoods, Our Environment and Our Council (Figure 1). These all connect to
the Sustainability Strategy, and the goals under ‘Our Environment’ have been used to
form the framework of this strategy.
Community engagement was integral in the development of this Strategy and we extend
our gratitude to the community members, Elected Members, staff members, the teachers
and students who gave up their time to help develop this document.

Figure 1 Town of Cambridge Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028, focus areas

Our Community

Our Neighbourhoods

Goals
• A sense of community, pride and
belonging
• Quality local parks and open spaces
for the community to enjoy
• An active, safe and inclusive
community

Goals
• Neighbourhoods where individual
character and quality is respected,
and planning is responsive to
residents
• Successful commercial, retail and
residential hubs
• Efficient transport networks

Future Focus
• Activate major public spaces
• Generate the most value from the
Town’s community facilities and
services by increasing community
participation in:
— events and activities
— clubs and groups use of
facilities

Future Focus
• Retain our highly valued built
heritage and charm
• Encourage vibrant commercial
hubs
• Getting around easily by car, bike,
foot and public transport; future
proofing for new technology

Our Environment

Our Council

Goals
• The Town is environmentally
responsible and leads by example
• A community that embraces
environmentally responsible
practices

Goals
• Transparent, accountable
governance
• The Town is a proactive local
government that provides
financially sustainable public assets,
services and facilities
• An efficient local government
• Advocacy for the Community

Future Focus
• Embedding sustainable practices
into the operations of the Town
• Education, access and management
to enhance experience of the
natural environment
• Climate change resilience

Future Focus
• “Locals first”
• Service efficiency and
modernisation

The actions identified during community consultation were guided by six interrelated
themes and aspirations to support the implementation of this Strategy:

Recognition of Noongar Culture
The Town of Cambridge acknowledges the Traditional Owners of this land, the Noongar people,
past, present and emerging generations and the significance of the Noongar land and water
within the Town.
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1. Introduction
Sustainability is a broad term that often means something different to everyone, encompassing a
range of ideas and initiatives. The Town of Cambridge acknowledges that sustainability is driven
by safeguarding our community, assets and infrastructure for future generations by using
resources more wisely and protecting and enhancing our lifestyles.
The Sustainability Strategy 2019-2023 (“the Strategy”) is guided by the principles in the Local
Government Act 2005 which states that:
“In carrying out its functions a local government is to use its best endeavours to
meet the needs of current and future generations through an integration of
environmental protection, social advancement and economic prosperity.”
(Section 1.3(3) of the Local Government Act, 2005)

In the Town of Cambridge, sustainability is seen as an important principle in responding to
growing pressures facing the Town and the community. Declining availability of conventional
resources, changing weather patterns and rising cost of utilities present challenges to the way the
Council and the community operate. Equally the shift in technology, community expectations and
innovation opens up new doors, switching the way we think about our resource use and asset
management.
The Town of Cambridge aims to transition to a more sustainable and resilient local government
and community. This Strategy presents a pathway to secure that future. The delivery of this
strategy is anticipated to create many social, economic and environmental benefits.
Community engagement was integral in compiling this strategy, the main outcomes are
summarised as follows, showing the linkages between the Sustainability Strategy and the
Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028:

Our Community
•
•
•

Educated communities on sustainable
lifestyles
Resilient communities adaptive to a
changing climate
Improved community health

Our Environment
•
•
•

Better management of the natural
spaces within the Town
More efficient and sustainable use of
water, waste, energy and materials
Cleaner air and water

Our Neighbourhoods
•
•
•

Use of healthier and more
sustainable transport options
Retained and enhanced urban tree
canopy across our suburbs
More sustainable development as the
Town grows

Our Council
•
•
•

Future proofed assets and
infrastructure
Cost savings and efficiencies in
resource use
Stronger partnerships across the
council, community and stakeholders
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2. Key Sustainability Successes and Current Actions
The Town of Cambridge has implemented a number of actions over the years and aims to
progress with these actions through the Sustainability Strategy. The key sustainability
achievements for the Town extend across a number of areas including energy efficiency, water
efficiency, biodiversity, sustainable travel and waste management.
The Town provides education and incentives to the community to adopt more sustainable
practices and initiates ideas and actions to improve the sustainability of council assets. A variety
of workshops and initiatives are offered to residents to encourage them to live more sustainably
including garden workshops, worm farm and compost bin rebates, subsidised local native
seedlings, school holiday wildlife stalks, birdlife encounters, cycling courses and Bikeweek events.
A highlight of the spring program is the annual Lake Monger Market which attracts several
thousand people who enjoy the variety of second hand stalls, food vendors and family activities.
The market is a day of community fun which raises awareness of reuse and avoiding waste.
At a corporate level, the Town has been recognised as a Waterwise Council since 2010 and
endorsed as a Gold Waterwise Council in 2018. The Town was one of the first councils in Perth to
deliver a three bin service to the community including the introduction of a green bin for garden
waste. A number of initiatives have also been implemented to improve the energy and water
efficiency of council assets, reducing the environmental impact and saving utility costs.
The Sustainability Strategy aims to build on this solid foundation of initiatives by providing a
pathway to guide the implementation of more sustainable solutions moving forward.

Gold Waterwise Council endorsement presented to Mayor Kerri Shannon by the Minister for Water; Fisheries; Forestry;
Innovation and ICT; Science, the honourable Dave Kelly, MLA. Also present Mr Mike Rowe, Director General, Department
of Water and Environmental Regulation and Mr Mike Hollett, Chairman Water Corporation.
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3. Community Engagement
Community engagement was identified as a key finding in the Town's Strategic Community Plan
2018-2028 and is one of our top five service priorities. Community engagement has been key to
the formation of this strategy, to ensure that the goals and direction is guided by community and
council interest. The Town of Cambridge engaged with a wide range of community and council
representatives. This included an online and hardcopy survey, community workshops, internal
workshops with Elected Members, Executive Leadership Team and senior staff and school
workshops.
Sustainability is a term that can represent something different to different people, so in our
consultation we asked people what sustainability means to them. The feedback showed that for
the Town sustainability was inherently about being responsible with the use of resources and
safeguarding the Town’s environment and assets for the future. Some key themes emerged in the
feedback, and while the responses were different for every participant, there is a collective
opinion that sustainability was recognised as an important part of the Town’s future strategic
direction.
The following 'word cloud' highlights the key themes that represent sustainability to the Town,
and the more commonly-used words by the community were extracted:
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The workshops recognised the significant capability of the Town in delivering sustainability
outcomes, particularly in relation to the use and management of water and waste, and strengths
of the Town’s natural and green spaces. For the future, the key challenges identified include:
•
•

Providing quality education and communication to support sustainable outcomes.
Capturing sustainable initiatives and behaviours in the delivery of new developments; and
monitoring the progress of initiatives.

These challenges were also recognised as opportunities, with the feedback indicating that the
Town has an opportunity to draw on best practice examples from around the world to deliver
more sustainable outcomes in balance with economic drivers.
Schools Engagement
The ethos of sustainability is to safeguard our Town for the future. During the preparation of
this strategy, a number of schools were consulted about what sustainability means to them
and their ideas for the future.
As the leaders of tomorrow, sustainability is integral in ensuring that young people have
today’s opportunities and lifestyle choices in the future, and have the skills and resources to
maintain that in perpetuity for generations to come.
For young people, the key aspects of sustainably shaping the future of the town was ensuring
our natural assets were protected, reducing waste and littering and utilising resources in a
more efficient way. To achieve a sustainable future, young people recognise that decisions
and actions need to be taken by citizens, the government and themselves to ensure real
change is realised. They highlighted that young people should be engaged in the process,
ensuring actions captured their thoughts and ideas for the future.
The Sustainability Strategy Engagement Summary Report, November 2018, compiled by
Creating Communities details the community engagement findings and is the basis of this
report and identified community actions.

A local student enjoying bird watching during the Town's annual Arbor Day activities
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4. Strategic Alignment
The Sustainability Strategy is embedded in the Town of Cambridge corporate strategic planning
framework, illustrated below. It is intended that the actions identified within this strategy be
implemented by the relevant branch, with specific plans for which each branch is responsible,
outlined in the table below.

Strategic Community Plan | Corporate Business Plan
↓
Local Planning Strategy | Sustainability Strategy
↓
Public Open Space Strategy | Natural Areas Strategy | Urban Forest Strategy
| Water Management Plan | Climate Adaptation Plan | Waste Management
Plan

↓

Leadership

Climate
resilience

Energy +
Transport

Waste

Water

Document

Natural
Environment

Site Management Plans - Location specific (e.g. Lake Monger, Perry Lakes, and coastal dunes)
Implementation Plans (e.g. Ecozone program, Street tree planting program)

Strategic Community Plan
Corporate Business Plan
Town Planning Scheme
Economic Development Plan
Emergency Management Plan
Lake Monger Reserve Management Plan
Perry Lakes Management Plan
Bike Plan
Community Engagement Framework
Age Friendly Community Plan
Disability Access and Inclusion Plan
Waste Management Plan
KEY
Fully aligned

Partially aligned

Not affected

...........................................................
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5. Sustainability Strategy outcomes
The purpose of this strategy is to provide a detailed structure for the Town to deliver on the
sustainability aspirations and goals in the Strategic Community Plan 2018/2028 and Corporate
Business Plan. This strategy provides clear direction for the Town’s sustainability approach
utilising six interrelated themes to guide the actions. These themes are:

The actions under each theme have been structured around four core areas of council activity:
•
•
•
•

Corporate strategy - what’s required under the Town’s corporate strategy.
Council assets and infrastructure - management of council assets.
Community advocacy and education - advocacy and education for the community and local
businesses.
Data and monitoring - data collection, monitoring and analysis.
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The Town’s approach is not just about empowering the community to live more sustainably; it is
equally about the strategies and plans that the Town have in place, the way we manage assets
and infrastructure and how data is collected and analysed to demonstrate progress.
The actions include a proposed lead and supporting responsibility and a proposed timeframe for
delivery within the context of this five year plan. This list of actions will be key in the annual
review and reporting of the strategy’s progress.
Progress against each action is communicated through a simple ‘traffic light’ system, below:
Planned
Partially implemented
Implemented/Ongoing
Actions that have been implemented and are ongoing are indicated by a 'green light'.
The 'yellow light' actions have been partially implemented and have scope for further work to be
carried out. The execution of these actions will be subject to Council approval and annual budget
and resources availability.
The 'red light' actions identified during the consultation phase are indicated as planned actions
and have not been implemented and similar to the 'yellow light' projects will be subject to Council
approval and annual budget and resources availability.
Annual Review
The implementation of the recommended actions will be affected by Council approval, the
availability of resources and budget allocations. An annual review of the strategy will take place
during February of each year allowing for timely budget submissions.
The Sustainability Strategy review will involve:
• Confirming action progress and implementation status.
• Comparing resource savings and financial savings from activities, where applicable.
• Analysing uptake of incentives within the community, and community engagement in
workshops.
• Reassessing and prioritising actions to allow for flexibility and adaptation.
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5.1 Water
Aspiration: To use water in a more sustainable way including improving efficiency and using more
sustainable potable and ground water sources.
The Town of Cambridge recognises that water is a precious resource. The declining rainfall and
shifting availability of groundwater has been a driver for investigating alternatives for better water
management. The Town has implemented a variety of successful programs and investigations
demonstrating how sustainable water use could be integrated into the Town’s assets and
infrastructure and the community.
One of our greatest successes was achieving Gold Waterwise Status in May 2018. This achievement
was supported by Bold Park Aquatic Centre water monitoring program which, following a leak
detection investigation as well as increased efficiencies, realised scheme water savings of 36% from
2016/17 to 2017/18. For the future, the Town hopes to continue with its water efficiency and
conservation measures to maintain sustainable water use. Wembley Golf Course was one of the
first Golf Courses to be recognised as Waterwise and has held the Gold status since it was endorsed
in 2013.
The Town embraces water sensitive strategies and recognises the advantages of implementing a
'Water Sensitive City' Plan to enhance and protect waterways, aquifers, stormwater systems and
wetlands.
Key strategies from Strategic Community Plan:
Strategy 7.2

Optimise our use of groundwater and improve the efficiency of our clean water
consumption.

Strategy 8.1

Encourage the community to self-manage minimising energy consumption, water use
and waste

The outdoor pool at Bold Park Aquatic Centre
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Table 1 - Water Actions
KEY:

Planned
Partially implemented
Implemented/Ongoing
Topic

Corporate
Strategy

Action

Responsibility

Timeframe

Lead

Supporting

1.1 Develop and implement a
Water Management Plan
(or a 'Water Sensitive City'
Plan) to guide the
management of water
quality, conservation and
efficiency.

Sustainability

Infrastructure

1.2 Integrate water sensitive
urban design principles
identified in the Water
Management Plan and
Better Urban Water
Management guidelines
into the planning
framework.

Sustainability

Strategic
Planning

1.3 Develop and adopt targets
for reduction in water use
and increased water
recycling and reuse across
council assets.

Infrastructure Sustainability

1.4 Maintain Waterwise
Council status on an annual
basis.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
& Community
Development

1.5 Undertake scenario
planning on reduced
Infrastructure
groundwater allocation
Sustainability
Parks
and impacts on irrigation of
parks and green spaces.
1.6 Continue to participate in
the Perth Region Confined
Aquifer Capacity study run
by the Department of
Water and Environmental
Regulation.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Parks

1.7 Undertake a feasibility
study for better water
management of Perry
Lakes including potential
diversion of Herdsman
Main Drain for irrigation
and/or aquifer recharge.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Parks

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Topic

Action

Timeframe

Lead

Supporting

1.8 Become a participant of
the Cooperative Research
Centre for Water Sensitive
Cities.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks

1.9 Continue providing support
to community gardens and
groups and encourage
development of new
projects.

Sustainability

Community
Development

Council
1.10 Identify and transition high
assets and
water intensive grass areas
infrastructure
to more water wise
vegetation.

Community
advocacy and
education

Responsibility

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Parks

1.11 Implement water sensitive
urban design principles
into the construction and
maintenance of urban
realm.

Infrastructure Strategic
Park
Planning

1.12 Retrofit water fixtures and
appliances in council assets
to more efficient
alternatives.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Assets

1.13 Continue to improve
irrigation efficiencies
through automation,
timing of water, placement
of irrigation zones and
hydro-zoning.

Infrastructure
Parks

1.14 Install monitoring devices
to monitor water use
including time of use in
council assets.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Assets

1.15 Continue to implement the
Water Wise Verge Program
including native plant
subsidy scheme.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks

1.16 Continue providing
community education on
saving water inside and
outside the home.

Sustainability

External

1.17 Continue to provide
incentives for water wise
products and services
including pool covers,
water audits, waterwise
showerheads and
waterwise mulch.

Sustainability

External

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Topic

Action

Timeframe

Lead

Supporting

Sustainability

Economic
Development

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks &
Community
Development

1.20 Monitor water
performance annually
against targets for reduced
water use and increased
water recycling and reuse.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks &
Community
Development

1.21 Undertake a pilot of soil
moisture monitoring to
monitor the moisture
content of areas trialling
waterwise irrigation.

Infrastructure
Parks

1.18 Investigate the
development of an
education campaign with
local businesses on
improving water efficiency
and reducing water use.
Data and
monitoring

Responsibility

1.19 Continue to conduct
annual water audits on
council assets, including
Bold Park Aquatic Centre.

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Key Stakeholders
The key stakeholders engaged with the actions under water include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wembley Golf Course
Bold Park Aquatic Centre
Local Community Gardens
Switch Your Thinking
Western Suburbs Regional Organisation of Councils (WESROC)
West Australian Local Government Association (WALGA)
Water Corporation
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER)
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5.2 Waste
Aspiration: To avoid unnecessary waste, reuse waste and promote recycling and recovery.
Improved waste management has been identified as a significant opportunity for the Town to
transition to the more efficient use of resources, avoid higher costs associated with disposal of
waste to landfill and keep our parks and urban environment clean.
A range of initiatives have already been implemented around better waste management
including the introduction of green waste bins for residents, subsidies for worm farms and
compost bins and a comprehensive education program on recycling.
In February 2017 twelve cafés within the Town of Cambridge joined the Responsible Cafés
Program to reduce disposable coffee cup waste. The cafés offer a discount to reward
customers who bring their own reusable cup. Almost 4000 cafés have joined the program
across the country, saving 46 million single use coffee cups and lids from landfill annually.
Further initiatives include two free e-waste drop-off days annually, one clothing drop-off day
per year and weekly mattress collections. Additional recycling collections take place during
Christmas and regional waste education campaigns take place annually.
Key strategies from Strategic Community Plan:
Strategy 7.4

Minimise waste to landfill and increase recycling

Strategy 8.1

Encourage the community to self-manage minimising energy consumption, water
use and waste

George’s Café in City Beach who are part of the responsible café program
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Table 2 – Waste Actions
KEY:

Planned
Partially implemented
Implemented/Ongoing
Topic

Corporate
Strategy

Action

Responsibility

Timeframes

Lead

Supporting

2.1 Investigate the
development of a Strategic
Waste Management Plan
to guide the direction of
waste recycling, reuse and
disposal.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Waste
Minimisation

2.2 Continue to implement
Waste Removal Policies.

Infrastructure
Waste
Minimisation

2.3 Investigate the provision of
recycling bins and other
sustainable waste
commitments in public
open space areas.

Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Waste
Parks
Minimisation

2.4 Develop event
management guidelines
that include efforts
towards waste
minimisation for Town of
Cambridge events.

Sustainability

2.5 Partner with regional
stakeholders to investigate
and implement new waste
technologies in the town.

Infrastructure
Waste
Sustainability
Minimisation

2.6 Investigate adopting a
target for the use of
recycled construction
waste and recycling and
reusing construction waste
produced.

Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Waste
Works
Minimisation

Council
2.7 Establish a storage area to
assets and
hold the Town’s recyclable
infrastructure
materials for road
construction.

Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Waste
Works
Minimisation

2.8 Identify at least two council
assets to implement an
organic waste collection
and recycling system.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Waste
Minimisation

Community
Development
Infrastructure
Waste
Minimisation

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Topic

Action

Responsibility
Lead

Community
advocacy and
education

Timeframes
Supporting

2.9 Investigate transitioning all
parks and public realm to
include landfill and
recycling bins by 2024.

Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Waste
Parks
Minimisation

2.10 Continue to collect and
recycle household waste
items such as phones,
batteries, light globes, ink
cartridges and fluorescent
tubes at the Administration
Centre.

Infrastructure
Waste
Sustainability
Minimisation

2.11 Continue to support and
develop the capability of
Resource Recovery
Facilities to improve
recycling and reuse.

Infrastructure
Waste
Sustainability
Minimisation

2.12 Continue providing
community education on
reducing, reusing and
recycling at home,
including organic waste
recycling.

Infrastructure
Waste
Sustainability
Minimisation

2.13 Investigate providing
education to local
businesses on reducing,
reusing and recycling
waste, including organic
waste recycling.

Infrastructure Sustainability
Waste
/ Economic
Minimisation Development

2.14 Engage with local
businesses to adopt waste
reduction programs
particularly on single use
plastics and organics.

Infrastructure
Waste
Sustainability
Minimisation

2.15 Continue to hold the
Garage Sale Trail annually.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Waste
Minimisation

2.16 Continue to provide
incentives and rebates for
waste wise products and
services including worm
farms and compost bins.

Sustainability

2.17 Advocate the use of share
Infrastructure
libraries / sharing of
Waste
Sustainability
resources through schools,
Minimisation
community and businesses.

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Topic

Action

Responsibility
Lead

Data and
monitoring

2.18 In tandem with education
on recycling and reuse,
continue to provide the
bulk collection and green
waste collection program
to council residents.

Infrastructure
Waste
Minimisation

2.19 Review Mindarie Regional
Council waste audits of the
Town’s waste stream every
year to obtain data on the
waste composition and
changes in volumes.

Infrastructure
Waste
Minimisation

Timeframes
Supporting

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Key Stakeholders
The key stakeholders engaged with the actions under waste include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mindarie Regional Council (MRC)
Switch Your Thinking
Western Metropolitan Regional Council (WMRC)
West Australian Local Government Association (WALGA)
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER)
Waste Authority WA
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA)
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5.3 Natural Environment
Aspiration: To protect our natural assets, foster green public realms and facilitate rehabilitation
of natural areas.
The Town of Cambridge has an abundance of natural assets and green public realms from the
4.3 km stretch of coastline to the natural areas of Bold Park and Perry Lakes to the leafy green
streets across the Town.
The natural environment, whether it be biodiverse bushlands or the established street trees and
urban canopy, plays an important role in ensuring the Town protects the biodiversity of the
region. Addressing coastal erosion, providing shade and green amenity, improving air quality and
creating green corridors are emphasised. Local native species are protected and prioritises as they
are more adapted to local conditions and resilient to change, also attracting local birds, reptiles
and insects.
Cambridge Coastcare has been working with the Town of Cambridge since March 1999. In
association with the Town, the group has undertaken numerous coastal rehabilitation projects
and promoted sustainable use and protection of the coastal zone. Since its inception the group
has secured $388,000 in grant funding and planted more than 110,000 seedlings.
Key strategies from Strategic Community Plan:
Strategy 2.1

Adopt a more strategic and coordinated approach to the planning of our parks and
green spaces recognising their diverse roles and local community preferences

Strategy 4.4

Enhance and respect our existing streetscapes, setbacks and green spaces

Strategy 7.1

Manage our bushland areas and reserves to enhance and protect conservation values
and protect our native animals and plant species

Cambridge Coastcare dune blow out rehabilitation at Floreat Beach
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Table 3 – Natural Environment Actions
KEY:

Planned
Partially implemented
Implemented/Ongoing
Topic

Action

Responsibility
Lead

Corporate
Strategy

3.1 Continue to implement the
Biodiversity Action Plan and Sustainability
review in 2020/21.

Timeframes
Supporting

Infrastructure
Parks

3.2 Prepare a Natural Areas
Strategy.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Parks

3.3 Prepare an Urban Forest
Strategy to guide the
retention and growth of
urban tree canopy in the
Town.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Parks

3.4 Prepare a Public Open
Space Strategy to guide the
direction of public open
spaces within the Town.

Infrastructure Strategic
Parks
Planning

Council
3.5 Prepare and implement the
assets and
management actions for
infrastructure
natural assets including
Perry Lakes Reserve, Lake
Monger Reserve and the
coastal zone.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Parks

3.6 Continue with
implementation of weed
and pest management in
local reserves in
accordance with the
Biodiversity Action Plan.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks

3.7 Continue implementation
of dune rehabilitation and
management of coastline
in accordance with the
Biodiversity Action Plan.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks

3.8 Identify the opportunity to
provide a nature play
parkland within the Town.

Infrastructure Community
Parks
Development

3.9 Ensure natural areas
provide clear signage to
visitors on minimising
littering and use of
designated paths.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Parks

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Topic

Community
advocacy and
education

Data and
monitoring

Action

Responsibility

Timeframes

Lead

Supporting

3.10 Continue working with
local schools to increase
native vegetation, wildlife
habitat and diversity within
school grounds.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks

3.11 Continue to implement
native plant subsidy
scheme for residents.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks

3.12 Continue to provide
community education
workshops on sustainable
gardening and biodiversity,
such as the Beyond Garden
workshops, frog talks and
“breakfast with the birds”.

Sustainability

Community
Development

3.13 Continue to provide
support to key
environmental community
groups in the Town
including ‘Coastcare’ and
‘Friends of’ groups.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks

3.14 Provide education to the
community on value of
wildlife habitat elements
such as nesting
hollows/boxes, flowering
plants, native understorey
and low chemical use.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks

3.15 Continue to monitor the
tree canopy across the
town, in accordance with
the Urban Forest Strategy.

Community
Infrastructure Development
(Wembley
Parks
Golf Course)

3.16 Investigate monitoring of
fauna and flora population
and distribution of
protected or locally
significant species.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Parks

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Key Stakeholders
The key stakeholders engaged with the actions under natural environment include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wembley Golf Course
'Friends of' groups and Cambridge Coastcare
Western Suburbs Regional Organisation of Councils (WESROC)
Perth Natural Resource Management (NRM)
West Australian Local Government Association (WALGA)
Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority (Bold Park)
Department Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions (DBCA)
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA)
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5.4 Energy and Transport
Aspiration: To reduce our energy consumption, promote renewable energy use, choose
renewable and low carbon materials and products, and facilitate more sustainable transport
options.
The key focus of this theme is to improve energy efficiency and transport systems to create
financial and carbon savings for the Town of Cambridge. The four main action areas are:
1. Reducing our energy consumption through delivery of lower energy built form and improved
efficiencies. This includes initiatives such as our LED light transition program which has
reduced the energy consumption at council assets.
2. Promoting renewable energy use through investment in technology like solar panels. Since
2011 the Town has installed solar PV systems totalling 90 kilowatts. The most recent
installations include a 10Kw system at the Town of Cambridge Depot, a 20kw system at the
Wembley Community Centre and a 20kw system at the Cambridge Library. These systems
have resulted in energy savings of 43% at the Depot, 37% at the Wembley Community Centre
and 17% at the Cambridge Library.
3. Choosing renewable and low carbon materials and products such as utilising concrete with a
higher recycled content for the construction of new footpaths.
4. Facilitating more sustainable transport options such as walking, cycling and public transport.
The Town of Cambridge has supported local schools to undertake bike education through the
Let’s Ride Program. Students participate in a three week practical course which equips them
with riding and safety skills which greatly improves their cycling ability and road awareness.
To date 392 students have participated in the program and are well on their way to
developing riding independence.

Key strategies from Strategic Community Plan:
Strategy 6.1

Coordinate our approach to transport planning, acknowledge transport pressures and
respond to local needs and broader district and regional initiatives

Strategy 7.3

Improve our energy efficiency

Strategy 8.1

Encourage the community to self-manage minimising energy consumption, water use
and waste

Strategy 12.3

Take actions and make decisions that adopt a “locals first” approach at all times

Town of Cambridge
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Table 4 – Energy and Transport Actions
KEY:

Planned
Partially implemented
Implemented/Ongoing
Topic

Corporate
Strategy

Action

Responsibility

Timeframes

Lead

Supporting

4.1 Prepare an Energy Policy to
guide the strategic
direction of energy use in
the Town, including the
consideration of targets for
reduction in energy use,
increase in renewable
energy generation and use
of low embodied energy
materials.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Assets

4.2 Prepare an Energy
Management and
Monitoring Plan to manage
and monitor the
implementation of energy
strategies.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Assets

4.3 Implement the Bike Plan.

Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Assets &
Works
Design

4.4 Investigate the preparation
of a list of sustainable
construction materials that
have a low embodied
energy (i.e. recycled
content, less energy
intensive) for council
works.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Works

4.5 Prepare a procurement
guide to guide the use of
locally sourced and/or low
carbon materials, products
and services.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Works

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Assets

Council
4.6 Continue to implement the
assets and
Building Energy Efficiency
infrastructure
Program including LED
replacement, solar
installation, efficient air
conditioning, evacuated
heat tubes.

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Topic

Action

Responsibility
Lead

4.7 Retrofit streetlights with
energy efficient lamps,
ensuring upgrades are
consistent with best
practice technology.

Timeframes
Supporting

Infrastructure
Works

4.8 Pilot emerging technology,
such as battery storage,
within at least one council
asset to further improve
energy efficiency.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Assets &
Community
Development

4.9 Install monitoring devices
to monitor energy use
including time of use and
renewable generation.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Assets

4.10 Utilise the sustainable
construction materials list
in the maintenance and
construction of new roads
and assets.

Infrastructure Infrastructure
Works
Assets

4.11 Investigate the
implementation of a
minimum of two areas to
trial electric car charging
stations.

Sustainability

Infrastructure

4.12 Investigate the provision of
a trial electric bike share
scheme.

Sustainability

Community
Development

4.13 Investigate the transition of
council vehicles to more
Infrastructure Sustainability
sustainable alternatives
(hybrid / electric).
Community
advocacy and
education

4.14 Continue to provide
incentives for energy
efficient products and
services including solar
systems, pool power
savers, insulation and
energy audits.

Sustainability

External

4.15 Continue to provide bike
maintenance courses as
part of the sustainability
education program.

Sustainability

External

4.16 Continue to run walking,
cycling and public transport
education programs with
Sustainability
schools such as the walk to
school initiative.

External

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Topic

Action

Data and
monitoring

Responsibility

Timeframes

Lead

Supporting

4.17 Continue participation in
the Switch Your Thinking
program to promote
sustainable behaviour
within the community and
businesses.

Sustainability

Community
Development

4.18 Utilise the procurement
guide in the delivery of
community incentives,
workshops and/or
programs.

Sustainability

All
Departments

4.19 Investigate utilising the
sustainable construction
materials list to promote
the use of low carbon
materials in the
construction of new homes
and buildings within the
Town.

Sustainability

Planning

4.20 Monitor energy
performance annually
against targets from the
Energy Policy.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Assets

4.21 Monitor use of cycling,
walking and public
transport through the
Australian census.

Infrastructure
Assets &
Sustainability
Design

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Key Stakeholders
The key stakeholders engaged with the actions under energy include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Western Suburbs Regional Organisation of Councils (WESROC)
West Australian Local Government Association (WALGA)
Local schools
Switch Your Thinking
Bike education provider
Contestable site energy supplier
Synergy
Western Power
Department of Transport (DoT)
Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage (DPLH)
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER)
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5.5 Climate Resilience
Aspiration: To be adaptive and resilient to the changes in our weather and climate.
Local governments are on the frontline in dealing with the impacts of climate change and play an
important role in ensuring that specific local conditions are identified and considered in the
overall response to changing climate conditions.
The Town of Cambridge acknowledges that our weather and climate is changing as seen through
decline in annual rainfall, increase in extreme weather events such as prolonged heatwaves and
increase in severity of storms and associated coastal erosion risk. Ensuring that our community,
assets and infrastructure are resilient to the changes in climate is a key step in safeguarding our
Town for the future.
The Town has implemented a range of initiatives in this space. For example, a below ground sea
wall was constructed at City Beach in July 2014 using five-tonne granite boulders. The sea wall
was installed to protect the new infrastructure at City Beach from storm surges and sea level rise.
It provides erosion protection and stability to the City Beach surf club and hospitality precinct.
Key strategies from Strategic Community Plan:
Strategy 7.5

Promote our environmental assets and opportunities and recognise the impacts of
climate change in our strategies

Strategy 10.1

Ensure appropriate resources are allocated to the preparation and implementation of
day to day decision making, broader strategic planning and major projects

City Beach sea wall
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Table 5 – Climate Resilience Actions
KEY:

Planned
Partially implemented
Implemented/Ongoing
Topic

Corporate
Strategy

Action

Timeframes

Lead

Supporting

5.1 Investigate development of
a Climate Change Policy /
Resilience Plan to ensure
risks are identified and
addressed and included in
strategies and plans.

Sustainability

Infrastructure

5.2 Investigate the
identification of areas
potentially impacted by the
heat island effect and
strategies to alleviate the
potential risks, through an
Urban Forest Strategy.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Parks

5.3 Investigate the
identification of high risk
coastal erosion areas and
strategies to alleviate this
risk.

Infrastructure
Sustainability
Parks

Council
5.4 Ensure strategies identified
assets and
to alleviate climate risk
infrastructure
have been implemented in
accordance with the
proposed Climate Change
Policy / Resilience Plan.
5.5 Continue to undertake
appropriate and timely
seasonal management of
public open space areas to
alleviate bushfire risk.
Community
advocacy and
education

Responsibility

Infrastructure Sustainability

Ranger
Services

Infrastructure
Parks

5.6 Continue providing the
public with information on
Sustainability
managing extreme weather
events.

Communications

5.7 Provide community
information on adapting to
a drying climate and
gardening in a drying
climate.

Communications

Sustainability

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Topic

Action

Responsibility
Lead

Data and
monitoring

Timeframes
Supporting

5.8 Investigate monitoring the
impacts of a changing
climate on the Town
including, coastal erosion,
heatwaves and heat stress,
fire risk and declining
rainfall.

Infrastructure Sustainability

5.9 Monitor the effectiveness
of adaptation actions in
treating identified risks.

Sustainability

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Key Stakeholders
The key stakeholders engaged with the actions under climate resilience include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Emergency Management Committee
Community Organisations
Cambridge Coastcare
Switch Your Thinking
Western Suburbs Regional Organisation of Councils (WESROC)
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation
Water Corporation
West Australian Local Government Association (WALGA)
Department of Fire and Emergency Services
Department of Health
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5.6 Leadership and Governance
Aspiration: To provide leadership in facilitating monitoring, reporting, collaboration and
decision making as well as following an education and awareness approach for achieving more
sustainable outcomes.
The Town of Cambridge recognises that clear and effective internal processes are important to
implement sustainable practices. The Town also aims to be a proactive local government that
provides financially sustainable public assets, services and facilities. Appropriate governance
structures and leadership at all levels facilitates the implementation of the Sustainability Strategy
across the Town.
This includes managing reporting processes and strengthening stakeholder relationships to
achieve our shared goals with the broader community. These structures must also be flexible
enough to adapt to changing circumstances and stay relevant to local conditions.
Key strategies from Strategic Community Plan:
Strategy 8.1

Encourage the community to self-manage minimising energy consumption, water use,
emissions and waste

Strategy 9.1

Implement initiatives that strengthen governance skills, transparency and knowledge

Strategy 9.2

Consult with the community using techniques that engage more widely to inform and be
informed on local matters of priority

Strategy 10.1

Ensure appropriate resources are allocated to the preparation and implementation of
day to day decisions

Strategy 11.1

Invest our wealth wisely so that current and future generations benefit from broader
strategic planning and major projects

Strategy 12.2

Engage with surrounding local governments on key district and regional strategies and
decision making

Strategy 12.3

Take actions and make decisions that adopt a “locals first” approach at all times

Lake Monger Market
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Table 6 – Leadership and Governance Actions
KEY:

Planned
Partially implemented
Implemented/Ongoing
Topic

Action

Responsibility
Lead

Timeframes
Supporting

6.1 Create a forum where each
branch is represented to
All
ensure sustainability actions Sustainability
Departments
are adopted and integrated
across the organisation.
6.2 Collaborate with adjoining
local governments to
streamline and strengthen
sustainability approach.

Sustainability

All
Departments

6.3 Identify opportunities for
the Town to be involved in
sustainability decision
making at other levels of
government.

Governance

Sustainability

6.4 Ensure sustainability is
integrated into the key
focus areas of the Strategic
Community Plan and
Corporate Business Plan.

Sustainability

All
Departments

6.5 Integrate actions from this
Sustainability Strategy into
Town of Cambridge branch
operational plans every
year.

Sustainability

All
Departments

Council
6.6 Provide advice, guidance
assets and
and support to other
infrastructure
departments to ensure
strategic actions are
successfully implemented.

Sustainability

Communications

6.7 Develop an internal and
external communication
strategy to showcase
sustainability actions.

Sustainability

Communications

6.8 Continue and expand
promotion of the
sustainability incentive
programs to encourage
uptake.

Sustainability

Communications

Community
advocacy and
education

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024
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Topic

Action

Data and
monitoring

Reporting

Responsibility

Timeframes

Lead

Supporting

6.9 Provide information on the
Town’s sustainability
initiatives at annual
Cambridge community
events.

Sustainability

Communications

6.10 Maintain sustainability
information on the Council
website.

Sustainability

Communications

6.11 Monitor the financial
benefits or costs of
adopting sustainability
actions and include in
annual reporting.

Sustainability

Infrastructure
Assets

2019- 2020- 2021- 2022- 20232020 2021 2022 2023 2024

6.12 Undertake an annual review
of this Sustainability
All
Sustainability
Strategy to track the
Departments
progress of actions.

Key Stakeholders
The key stakeholders engaged with the actions under leadership/governance include:
•
•
•
•
•

Western Suburbs Regional Organisation of Councils (WESROC)
Community groups and organisations
Switch Your Thinking
West Australian Local Government Association (WALGA)
Relevant State Government Departments
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6. Links to Social and Economic Sustainability
While this strategy is primarily focused on the environmental aspects of sustainability, the Town
acknowledges that achieving environmental outcomes is closely connected with social
advancement and cohesion and economic prosperity. Equally, actions relating to environmental
sustainability benefit society and economy whether it be through facilitating happy and healthy
lifestyles or reducing the resource cost of buildings.
There are a range of existing Town of Cambridge plans and strategies to drive these elements of
sustainability including:
•

•
•

Economic Development Plan which seeks to help create a business-friendly environment
that will assist in maintaining a high level of employment quality and attracting further
investment in the Town. This Plan is currently being finalised following the conclusion of
the public consultation period.
Age Friendly Community Plan which focuses on strengthening community connections
and building the capacity of people to participate in the achievement of age-friendly
outcomes.
Disability Access and Inclusion Plan which details how the Town will improve access to its
facilities and make its services inclusive to people with a disability.

This strategy aims to integrate into this existing framework and extend across disciplines where
applicable.
Key strategies from Strategic Community Plan:
Strategy 1.1

Encourage and support participation in a range of public activities and events where
residents can gather and interact

Strategy 1.2

Promote our strong community identity and focus our responses on the needs of local
residents, businesses and ratepayers
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7. Future Plans and Strategies
The delivery of the Sustainability Strategy will be supported by future plans and strategies
extending across all six sustainability themes (as discussed in Section 5). The consultation process
identified a range of more detailed actions that are applicable to these future plans. The
following table provides suggested actions for inclusion in each proposed plan and strategy.
Future plan/strategy

Action proposed for inclusion
• Monitoring the water quality of Lake Monger and Perry Lakes and progressing with

Water Management Plan
/ Water Sensitive Cities
Plan

Waste Management

amelioration measures.
• Determination of stormwater harvesting approach.
• Links to regional approach on groundwater and bore water management.
• Inclusion of water sensitive design across all assets.
• Optimisation of scheme water use.
• Opportunity for improvement of availability of hazardous household waste collection.
• e.g. batteries, light bulbs etc.
• Roll out of container deposit collection schemes.
• Improved waste management for all household types, i.e. detached, townhouse,

apartment.
• Improved management, recycling and reuse of verge collection.
• Inclusion of specific management requirements for the coastal zone, Perry Lakes Reserve

and Lake Monger Reserve.
Natural Areas Strategy

• Identification of key species that are either protected or locally significant and actions to

monitor their population/distribution.
• Creating habitats for local species such as placement of nesting hollows and revegetation

with local native species.
Urban Forest Strategy
Public Open Space
Strategy

• Recognition of the role of the urban forest as a carbon sink.
• Links to climate resilience and adaptation in reducing urban heat island effect.
• Inclusion of biodiversity management principles in the Public Open Space Strategy to ensure

delivery of biodiversity outcomes in the design and construction of new and existing public
realm.
• Links to Urban Forest Strategy regarding impacts of urban heat island effect.
• Links to Natural Areas Strategy regarding management and maintenance of green space

Climate Change Policy /
Climate Resilience Plan

and biodiversity enhancement.
• Links to Water Management Plan regarding water management in Lake Monger and Perry

Lakes.
• Links to Emergency Management Plan and the Town’s response prior to, during and

following extreme weather events.
Energy Policy

• Benchmark current consumption and establish a baseline.
• Aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, energy cost and energy consumption.
• Implement ongoing monitoring and improvements.
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